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Charity impact practice: 
Funder perceptions and organisations’ reporting practices

What do charity funders think about impact practice? How can they nurture such practices among grantees? Does impact reporting feature in trustees’ annual reports and in additional voluntary media such as annual reviews/impact reports? And if so, what type of information do charities appear to disclose?

We highlight some of the main research findings from a study that engaged with funders to understand their perceptions of charity impact practice, and analysed documents and websites from 21 charities to examine their disclosure practices.

1. DO CHARITY FUNDERS VALUE IMPACT INFORMATION?
   They do indeed, especially because some are seeking to capture their own impact on society. As a consequence, impact practice is often a feature of grant application processes – from enquiry level right through to grant acquittal.

2. HOW CAN FUNDERS ASSIST CHARITIES WITH THEIR IMPACT PRACTICE?
   Funders appreciate that charities, particularly smaller organisations, may find it difficult to engage with impact. We encourage funders to steer charities’ practices through targeted questions and guidance in their pro-forma applications, interim reporting, and acquittal forms. Reporting expectations should also be proportionate to the level of funding provided. Further, funders can supplement restricted funding for charitable interventions with unrestricted funding to build capacity – including engagement with impact practice.

3. DO CHARITIES DISCLOSE IMPACT IN THEIR TRUSTEES’ ANNUAL REPORTS?
   Almost two-thirds of the charities in our sample reported the impact of their interventions, although it was less common than other performance measures such as outputs and outcomes data. Charities also devoted less physical space to their impact information compared to information for other performance measures. Further, some charities appeared to be ‘incidental’ reporters, which is to say they unexpectedly documented impact information when reporting on case studies of, or testimonials from, service users.

4. DO CHARITIES USE ALTERNATIVE MEDIA TO REPORT ON THEIR IMPACT?
   While some charities prepare additional documents such as annual reviews and impact reports (sometimes published only on charity websites), the trustees’ annual report is the mainstay of impact information in that more charities use this medium to report their impact. However, the relative volume of impact disclosures in the trustees’ annual reports is lower than that in additional voluntary documents.

5. WHAT FORM DOES THE IMPACT INFORMATION TAKE?
   While charities tend to use both qualitative and quantitative information to report on their impact, emphasis is on the latter.

6. HOW CAN CHARITIES ENHANCE THE INTEGRITY OF THEIR REPORTING?
   Recognising the complementary relative values of qualitative and quantitative information, a more balanced approach to impact disclosure will enhance the authenticity of impact reporting. Similarly, clarity over charities’ use of validated instruments to collect impact data, details of the impact processes followed or assurance of such practices could enhance the legitimacy of organisations’ impact practice.
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Foreword

A greater emphasis than ever before is being placed on the quality of financial and non-financial reports and how they work together to inform an entity's stakeholders. There is growing recognition that the combination of a largely prescribed directors' or trustees' report and accompanying financial statements is often not enough to tell stakeholders the wider story of an entity's performance and activities - a story which goes beyond its financial performance and the strength of its balance sheet. This is arguably even more important in reporting by charities, where the continued support of, and accountability to, both funders and donors is dependent on the clear communication of how their activities are affecting the beneficiaries and areas of society they are designed to help – in short, the impact their charitable work is having.

The growing recognition of the importance of reporting beyond the strict confines of financial figures can be seen in the evolution of 'front-end' reporting requirements for companies, including in relation to strategy, risk and environmental, social and governance (ESG) matters, and the greater consideration of wider stakeholders in addition to investors and their differing information needs.

As the effort to improve the quality of reporting extends to charities, the focus is on the regulation and standards that will drive that change. Historically, charities preparing financial statements which provide a true and fair view have applied the Charities statement of recommended practice (SORP) trustees' annual report (TAR) requirements. While it falls short of requiring impact reporting, the SORP recognises the importance of telling the wider story of a charity's activities, going beyond the financials, and requires charities to set out their achievements and performance. This reflects the fact that a charity's funders, donors and beneficiaries are not focused only on financial data and accounting KPIs. The TAR is needed to tell the story of the charity in a way that financial statements alone cannot.

As stakeholders focus increasingly on the ESG performance of the organisations they support, demanding reporting beyond the financials, the charity sector has the opportunity to take the lead on reporting on social impact. Supplementing the TAR requirements, charities can develop impact measures and report publicly on the difference they are making to the lives and welfare of beneficiaries and wider society. Understanding what does and doesn't deliver impact for beneficiaries can help charities become more effective. This will require charities to develop a range of measures on the social aspects and impact of their work to meet the information needs of funders and donors.
Executive Summary

In 2021, as part of its role to serve the public interest, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (ICAS) commissioned a two-phase research project into impact reporting by UK charities. The purpose of this project was, first, to provide evidence and recommendations to the Charities' Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP) Committee to enhance its requirements and guidance around charities’ performance in the trustees’ annual report (TAR); and second, to develop and nurture charities’ efforts to embed impact reporting and effectively convey their impact upon the lives of service users and society more broadly.

This report presents the results of Phase Two. This phase sought to gain an in-depth understanding into the value of impact information for funders, and for funders’ support of charities’ impact practice (i.e. the measurement and reporting of impact) more generally. It also sought to examine the extent to which charities report on their impact, as well as the nature of the information provided in their external impact communication. It adds further depth to the findings in Phase One and, in this respect, can be read as either a standalone report or in conjunction with the first report published in 2022 (Chaidali et al., 2022). Impact, defined as the longer-term, more sustained difference that charitable interventions and programmes make to the lives of individuals and society more broadly, alongside financial reporting, constitutes a critical mechanism of accountability that enhances public trust and confidence in the sector. While our first report highlighted both the impetus for, and challenges associated with, charities’ impact practice, this second report examines more closely major funders’ engagement with impact practice, as well as charities’ endeavours to disclose impact information to external audiences, including funders. To this end, detailed semi-structured interviews were conducted with 14 major funders. The content of TARs, voluntary annual reviews (ARs) and impact reports (IRs) for 2021 and 2022 was also analysed for impact, along with the dedicated impact webpages of 21 charitable organisations.

Below are the key results emerging from Phase Two:

- Funders are increasingly seeking impact information from charities – from enquiry level right through to grant acquittal. Nevertheless, differing funder expectations may mean that a unified approach to impact reporting for charities is unlikely to be achievable.

- Funders recognise that despite the available guidance, charities may still find it difficult to undertake impact practice, especially if they are small-scale charities. Supportive funders help charities to engage in impact practice as well as trying to streamline their own processes to make the process easier.

- Some funders are also undertaking their own impact practice. Inevitably, this nurtures impact development among their grantees.

- While almost two-thirds of the charities reported their impact in their respective TARs, more charities reported information on their activities, outputs and outcomes. In addition, of those charities that reported on impact, less than 10% of the physical coverage on variables in the input-impact framework was concerned with impact. Furthermore, some of the charities appeared to be ‘incidental’ reporters, which is to say they incidentally reported on their impact through case studies of or testimonials from service users.

- There were no significant changes in impact reporting practices between 2020 and 2021. These results may reflect the relatively slow pace of development in what Chaidali et al. (2022) described as charities’ impact journey.

- While some charities prepare additional voluntary documents (ARs/IRs) to communicate with external audiences, TARs are clearly the mainstay of impact information insofar as more charities use this medium to share this type of data. However, the relative volume of impact information in TARs as compared to other variables in the input-impact model is smaller than that found in ARs/IRs.

- Charities tend to report both qualitative and quantitative impact information to external audiences. However, the emphasis tends to be on the former, which may be, at least in part, a by-product of the aforementioned practice of ‘incidental’ reporting. Moreover, the reports lack clarity over charities’ use of externally-validated instruments and/or sector-developed metrics of impact, as well as the processes they follow to collect impact data. These tendencies may weaken the legitimacy of organisations’ impact practice.

- Overall, although it is evident that a sizeable proportion of charities have embarked on an impact journey, there is nevertheless scope for further development, since one-third of the organisations studied have yet to report in impact terms. Moreover, among those that do report, there is scope to adopt a more balanced approach – reporting both successes and failures to maintain the authenticity and accuracy of annual reporting. These developments would enhance charity impact practice and raise public confidence in the sector.

We make recommendations at a charity, sector, funder and sector supporter level.

Charity level recommendations:

- As suggested in Phase One, charities must look beyond the hurdles, that is, past the problems associated with impact measurement, in order to effectively engage in impact practice. Funders believe that embarking on an impact journey need not be complicated. Indeed, some charities appear to inadvertently report on their impact via their TARs and other voluntary platforms in the form of case studies and anecdotal evidence. This suggests that there may be scope to capture such impact data systematically.

- Funders are keen for charity trustees to recognise the value of impact practice and engage in the process for the mutual benefit of the organisations themselves, their beneficiaries and funders. Charities need to respond positively to this.

1 The term funder as it is used in this report refers to a large and professionally-oriented fund provider and is distinguishable from a donor - a small, individual giver. Within the former category, there are multiple types of fund providers, including foundations, philanthropists and public sector commissioners.

2 The Phase One report examined UK charities’ impact measurement and impact reporting practices. Breadth was gained through a sector-wide online survey seeking views from UK charities that measure and/or report on their impact and those that refrain from such activity, and depth through more detailed semi-structured interviews with 20 organisations.
Funder level recommendations:

- Output-related data has dominated funding decisions insofar as it serves as an indicator of the reach of charitable interventions, but progressive funders believe that impact practice can function as a natural extension of such reporting, albeit in proportion to the level of funding. It need not be as complicated as charities deem it to be.

- Funders report variability in impact reporting practices. We encourage funders to steer charities’ practices, through targeted questions and guidance in their pro-forma applications, interim reporting and acquittal forms. Reporting expectations should be proportionate to the level of funding provided.

- To optimise the effectiveness of their charities’ interventions, supportive funders believe it is critical to support them in building capacity and addressing any areas of weakness. These funders may provide a mixture of restricted funding, that is spent on charitable activities, and unrestricted funding, which can be used to develop impact practice. Sector funders, more generally, should engage with capacity building/funding for impact.

- Funders may have opportunities to learn from observing the charities they support whose impact reporting is exemplary, and pass on this learning to their grantees more widely.

- Some funders (particularly philanthropists) are also seeking to demonstrate impact themselves, namely the difference their funding is making to the lives of service users and to society at large. If more funders overtly seek to demonstrate the impact of their own activities, then they can nurture impact practice amongst grantees.

Sector supporter recommendations:

- Supporters within the sector may wish to support impact practice through learning sessions, such as workshops and round-table discussions for trustees. They may also work with diverse funders through similar platforms to enhance impact practice through grant-making activities, including the standardisation of reporting formats to avoid duplication of effort for charities.

- The accountancy profession is also well placed to assist the development of the sector’s impact practices, and so enhance public trust and confidence. For example, charity finance directors, treasurers and other finance trustees are well positioned to champion impact reporting by applying the principles of financial management.
1. Introduction and context

Charities are an essential feature in today’s society, working towards the amelioration of need and the protection and maintenance of heritage and culture, and seeking to increase our enjoyment of life. In their efforts to bring about societal and environmental change, many charities draw upon donated and subsidised resources, alongside benefitting from taxation and other public sources associated with the impact they intend to deliver. Charities generally enjoy society’s trust, but media coverage of poor practice and deficiencies in charity reporting and governance has led to calls for greater accountability in the sector. One such accountability response is that charities must demonstrate the impact of their activities and interventions.

UK trustees and their charities are generally required to comply with the Charities’ statement of recommended practice (SORP) (Charity Commission of England and Wales, 2019). Developed and endorsed by the three UK regulators in the sector (Charity Commission for England and Wales (CCEW), Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) and Charity Commission for Northern Ireland (CCNI) to increase public trust and confidence in the sector, the SORP guides charity reporting by providing requirements and recommendations for trustees’ annual reports (TAR). The SORP encourages charities to report on their performance and achievements, including their impact, and calls for ‘a balanced view of successes and failures along with the supporting evidence’ (Charity Commission of England and Wales, 2019, p.18).

To enhance charities’ impact reporting, this research project examined charities’ impact practice, that is, the measurement and reporting of impact. Delivered in two phases, Phase One involved conducting a survey of 70 charities and semi-structured interviews with 20 charities to gain, respectively, a broad and deeper understanding of charities’ impact practice (see Chaidali et al., 2022). Phase Two, the results of which are presented in this report, sought to:

• gain an in-depth understanding of the value of impact information for funders and funders’ support for impact practice, based on semi-structured interviews with 14 large and diverse funders, including local government and policy makers and charitable and corporate foundations; and

• examine the extent to which charities report on their impact, as well as the nature of this information in their TARs and additional voluntary documents and/or websites, through carrying out a content analysis of the reporting practices of 21 purposefully selected charities committed to impact practice.

The report is structured into five sections, including brief literature reviews on impact reporting from a funder perspective and charity impact reporting, along with the research approach, results (presented over two sections) and recommendations.

2. Background and literature review

Financial information and externally scrutinised financial statements, although critical to making charities accountable, offer only a partial picture insofar as they do not meaningfully convey the achievements and successes of charitable organisations to external audiences. Referring to such reporting as a ‘tendency to accountancy’ rather than genuine ‘accountability’, Edwards and Hulme (1996, p.96) emphasise the importance of charities reporting their social impact. However, as noted in the Phase One report (Chaidali et al., 2022), there is no consensus over what precisely constitutes impact. However, following Chaidali et al. (2022), for the purposes of Phase Two of the research, impact is defined as the sustained difference that charitable interventions and programmes make to the lives of individuals and broader society. This definition flows from the input-impact framework (New Philanthropy Capital, 2012, Charity Commission for England and Wales, 2019) (see Figure 2.1) that was developed for the non-profit sector. The framework distinguishes between the more immediate outcomes of charitable interventions and the longer-term differences that such activities and projects can make to service-users and society at large. A similar performance framework, the 3E (Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness) framework, has been applied to the public sector in order to analyse societal benefits in terms of value for money (efficiency) and the enactment of the intended changes (effectiveness).

Figure 2.1 Input–impact framework of non-profit performance
Building on the survey and interviews carried out in Phase One that sought to understand charities' views on impact reporting, Phase Two (the subject of this report) examined the value of impact information for funders, their support in enhancing impact practice; and the extent to which charities present such information in their reports and the nature of these disclosures. This section briefly engages with academic and practitioner literature in the two corresponding areas: (Sect. 2.1) performance reporting, including the impact from a funder perspective; and (Sect. 2.2) charity performance reporting, including impact reporting.

2.1 The value of impact information to funders

Charities' accountability reporting to funders

Charities operate in environments that are shaped by the expectations of multiple and complex stakeholders, which include beneficiaries, funders and donors, local authorities and governments, boards of trustees and paid staff. Among these stakeholders, funders have high accountability expectations (Dhanani, 2009). Although funders come in a variety of forms – central governments (including NHS), local authorities, philanthropic foundations and individual donors – they share a common desire that funding be adequately accounted for and used in a prudent manner that furthers charities’ missions and visions (Mayhew, 2012, Paterson and Jackson, 2021). This common ground enables funders to determine how best to allocate funds to ensure the maximum public impact (Corvo et al., 2022). Moreover, charities should be honest and transparent, and demonstrate trustworthiness to their funders (Duval et al., 2015) when striving to meet ‘the multiple and potentially conflicting accountability demands from ...[their] diversity of stakeholders’ (Hall and O’Dwyer, 2017, pp.2-3).

Charities face increasing pressure to demonstrate and report on their performance and programme outcomes, to the extent that today ‘grants are seen less and less as gifts or contributions than they are as investments’ (Easterling, 2000, p.3). The increased focus on outcomes and demonstrable difference can be attributed to: (i) the surge of funding from local authorities and public bodies, and the consequential increase in public scrutiny this brings (Dicke, 2002, Whitaker et al., 2004, Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009); (ii) increased publicity of charity financial scandals that has destabilised beneficiaries’ and funders’ confidence (Paterson and Jackson, 2021); and (iii) increased competition for limited funds (Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009, Ashley and Faulk, 2010, Curley et al., 2021). Consequently, in addition to financial reporting, funders often also require grantees to report on their achievements and successes, including their activities and outcomes, and testimonials from service users (Braverman et al., 2004, Ostrower, 2006). Many charities use performance measurement systems to measure and report on their progress (Paterson and Jackson, 2021), and in turn demonstrate to their funders how funds have been used (Cordery et al., 2019).

Evaluation and impact assessments

Evaluation may well meet funders' informational needs and hold charities accountable, but it also offers learning opportunities for charities – informing them as to what is working and how interventions may need to be changed to enhance their impact (Cherin and Meezan, 1998, Preskill and Torres, 2000, Chaidali et al., 2022). Internal performance measurements also provide a means through which charities can communicate with a broader range of stakeholders – beyond large funders (Corvo et al., 2022). Cupitt and Mihailidou (2009) observe that charities tend to collect and use both outcome and impact information internally, whereas funders still emphasise output data. However, funders are gradually shifting towards outcome data (Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009, Cupitt and Ellis, 2022). Indeed, in the New Zealand context, Yang et al. (2017) note that while funders do not ask for the ‘more difficult-to-capture long-term outcomes’ (i.e. impact), they prefer ‘more challenging and subjective outcome’ measures in place of ‘easier-to-measure’ outputs (p.177).

Shaw (2003) and Mayhew (2012) reflect on collaborative relationships – partnerships – between funders and charities, explaining that evaluation practices for funders’ benefit are not only accepted by charities but can, in fact, enhance their internal decision-making. Indeed, while charities may see evaluation as a surveillance tool to fulfil accountability expectations (Behn, 2003), it may also facilitate mutual accountability that, in turn, allows partners to learn from one another (Whitaker et al., 2004). Through dialogue, partners can develop mutual reporting, in which both parties can come to an agreement on performance measures that are of most interest to their stakeholders. Such collaborative funder-fundee relationships also remove the need for external verification (Whitaker et al., 2004). To enable these partnerships, Shaw (2003) explains that social aspects – namely trust, flexibility, understanding, shared mission, communication and friendship – are critical.

Funders’ support

Recognising the difficulties associated with capturing impact compared to outcomes, charities have called for better support, in the form of training, resources, peer support and learning, to help them to embark on their impact journey (Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009, Chaidali et al., 2022, Cupitt and Ellis, 2022). Funders have a key role to play in terms of building capacity (Cupitt and Ellis, 2022), working with charities to develop their infrastructure (Mayhew, 2012), and also up-skilling via training, workshops and paid external mentoring (Yang et al., 2017). Moreover, Yang et al. (2017) report on funders’ efforts to align their reporting requirements for common grantees; specifically, philanthropic funders have aligned their requirements more closely with those of government funders in order to develop a common language for the charities they co-fund. Ultimately, this serves to ease the burden of performance reporting. Simultaneously, the Institute For Voluntary Action Research has reported on a growing number of funders who are looking beyond individual projects to instead offer flexible unrestricted funding (Cairns et al., 2021).

Tensions and issues

Charities have noted that mandated, funder-driven and funder-designed grantee reporting can lack internal relevance and usefulness (Edwards, 2002, Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009). This, in turn, leads to tension between the funders’ reporting requirements and charities’ practical needs in the design of monitoring and performance measurement systems. Such situations can result in data being ‘collected only symbolically’ (Ebrahim, 2002, p.103); the diversion of charities and their funds away from their missions (Clayton, 1994, Sen, 1999); and duplication of efforts, as charities seek to capture data for funders and their own internal decision-making. Consequently, Ebrahim (2002) reports that there is organisational resistance to implementing specific funder-led information systems, with funders challenged on the suitability of the requirements they place upon charities. Even in instances where there is interest in developing shared measurements, hurdles such as ‘aggregation, compatibility between systems, and compliance with GDPR’ (Cupitt and Ellis, 2022, p. iv) can hinder evaluation practices. Furthermore, there is an underlying concern that if innovative efforts are unsuccessful, reporting ‘poor’ performance may lead to charities losing their funding (Easterling, 2000). Hence, when writing grant acquittals to report on their use of funds, charities may downplay negative events that ‘put ...[them] at a disadvantage with funders’ (Ebrahim, 2002, p.104).
2.2 Charities’ performance reporting

Early research into charity reporting sought to understand charities’ financial reporting practices. Bird and Morgan-Jones (1983), for example, noted there was considerable variation in fundraising charities’ reporting, which ultimately led to the development of the SORP – first published in 1988. Subsequent studies have assessed charities’ adoption of the 1988 SORP and successive iterations, and while they have identified examples of good practice, they have also noted a failure to comply with the guidance (Ashford, 1989, Hines and Jones, 1992, Williams and Palmer, 1998).

Regarding charities’ achievements and performance, Connolly and Hyndman (2003), using a decision-usefulness framework, investigated charities’ disclosure patterns related to background and performance indicators aligned with their activities. Their study suggested that while charities generally provided background information and therefore the context upon which to assess their performance, only 29% and 9% reported information on effectiveness and efficiency, respectively, the two key criteria of the 3E framework on which they asserted users judge performance. In a follow-up study, in an effort to assess issues associated with reporting transparency and accountability, the CCEW (2004) analysed the 2003 TARs and annual reviews (ARs) of 200 of the top UK charitable organisations. The study noted that a substantial number of charities opted to present more (voluntary) information related to their activities, outcomes and achievements in their (voluntary) ARs than they did in their (mandatory) TARs. These TARs instead emphasised information related to fiduciary accountability: for example, reporting on reserves policies and reviewing the potential risks that charities faced. Moreover, the CCEW (2004) noted that the voluntary documents’ design, structure and content were more user-appealing than those of the TAR. Connolly and Dhanani (2009), in their assessment of charity accountability through the narrative reporting practices in TARs and ARs/impact reports (IRs) of 75 UK fundraising and non-fundraising charities in 2005/06, noted limited disclosure of performance information, with outcomes-based information being the most prevalent, and efficiency and effectiveness information reported only occasionally. Moreover, challenging the results of CCEW (2004), they noted a somewhat higher frequency of outcomes-based information in the TARs as compared to the ARs (45% versus 33%, respectively). The authors also observed potential instances of impression management, insofar as the charities in their sample selectively reported positive news stories and, in turn, presented themselves in a positive light.

Further, while charities in England and Wales are legally required to report on public benefit in their published TARs, prior research has found engagement with this to be patchy at best (Morgan and Fletcher, 2013, Chaidali et al., 2022). In their examination of more than 1,400 charity TARs, and via conducting interviews with trustees and key TAR preparers, Morgan and Fletcher (2013) found variability in compliance levels with the CCEW’s guidance, particularly among smaller charities. Most charities identified their beneficiaries, but TARs rarely described the charities’ activities that meaningfully furthered their objectives. Few explained how their activities benefitted their constituents, and even among the largest charities, only 36.2% demonstrated this linkage in a clear way.

On impact specifically, Breckell et al. (2011) reviewed the external reporting of 75 small and large charities, noting that although most charities (68%) reported outcomes information, only a small number of charities (8%) extended this to include impact information – defined as the “broader or longer-term effects” (p. 10) of organisational interventions. In contrast, Hyndman and McConville (2018), in their investigation of 2010/2011 TARs, ARs/IRs and websites of the top 100 UK charities, noted that 90% of their sample reported what they referred to as ‘the long-term effect (of a charity’s interventions) on individuals’, in at least one of their reporting platforms, and 64% also reported the long-term effect charitable interventions on broader society (p. 137).

Challenging the practices reported by Hyndman and McConville (2018), Davies (2020) examined the TARs and websites of 102 charities for impact information on behalf of the CCEW. This study found that while only 40% of the TARs examined met the legal requirement to report on public benefit, fewer than 10% of charities’ TARs explained the impact of their interventions. Moreover, the information provided focused predominantly on the difference made to service users’ lives, with only one charity – less than 1% of the sample – discussing the effect of its activities upon broader society. Finally, charities were found to use their websites even less frequently than they did their TARs to report impact, while those that did use their websites also shared impact information within their TARs.

2.3. Summary

Prior literature, including the Phase One report, suggests that funder demands for performance information may be costly to produce, may not be useful to the charities they fund, and/or may result in duplication of effort. Few studies have considered funders’ attitudes towards impact reporting through the life cycle of their relationship with a charity, from the initial approach through to grant or contract acquittal. This research addresses this gap in extant literature.

Furthermore, prior research into charity performance reporting has suggested considerable variation in practice, despite recommendations from the Charities SORP and wider practitioner and academic literature calling for the inclusion of such information to enhance charities’ accountability. Charities have emphasised activities and output-based information, with limited disclosures on efficiency and effectiveness linked to the 3E framework. With respect to impact, while Breckell et al. (2011) and Davies (2020) noted that fewer than 10% of charities reported impact information, Hyndman and McConville (2018) found that most of the charities in their sample (90%) recorded such information. This Phase Two study both complements and supplements prior research by examining the impact reporting practices of a sample of charities.

Section 3 presents the research approach adopted in Phase Two of this study.
3. Research approach

The study sought first to understand the value and use of impact information for funders and funders’ support for impact practice, and secondly to examine impact reporting practices in charity documents. To address these objectives, the study undertook semi-structured interviews with 14 major funders, and conducted a content analysis of various reporting platforms used by 21 charities, respectively. Both research instruments were informed by prior research, along with feedback from the ICAS Steering Group.

3.1 Interviews with funders

Semi-structured interviews were conducted between December 2022 and February 2023 with 14 major organisational funders. While a small number of funders of charities included in the content analysis were interviewed, additional funders were purposefully sought, in order to better capture the diversity of funders and differences in their respective approaches and models. The interviews were conducted by combinations of two research team members, with guiding themes used to pose open-ended and follow-up questions to the participants. The interviewees were encouraged to explain both how and why charities’ impact reporting was valuable to them, and whether and how they supported their fundees’ impact practices. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Interviewee Position</th>
<th>Charitable Activity</th>
<th>Funder type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regional Manager</td>
<td>Gaming Fund Grantmaker</td>
<td>Corporate Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Manager CSR/Sustainability (Financial)</td>
<td>Corporate Foundation</td>
<td>Corporate Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commissioning Team Lead &amp; Team member</td>
<td>NHS Trust</td>
<td>Public Sector contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sponsoring Manager</td>
<td>University (programme for students)</td>
<td>Public Sector contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sponsoring Manager</td>
<td>University (programme for students)</td>
<td>Public Sector contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Investment Manager</td>
<td>Venture Philanthropy Foundation</td>
<td>Private Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>(Financial) Corporate Foundation</td>
<td>Corporate Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Manager Insight/Impact</td>
<td>Independent Grantmaking Foundation</td>
<td>Private Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>City Council</td>
<td>Public Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Social Investment Foundation</td>
<td>Social Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Independent Grantmaking Foundation</td>
<td>Private Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Manager Research/Learning</td>
<td>(Financial) Corporate Foundation</td>
<td>Corporate Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Independent Grantmaking Foundation</td>
<td>Private Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Head Insight &amp; Manager Impact Evaluation</td>
<td>Public fundraiser/Grantmaker</td>
<td>Public Sector Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Two interviews (#3 & #14) included two participants.

3.2 Content analysis

Content analysis codes qualitative and/or quantitative information into pre-defined categories, and has been used in prior charity studies to understand and compare voluntary and/or mandatory reporting and disclosure patterns (Cordery and McConville, 2022).

In this study, qualitative data (that is, all narrative sections, infographics and images that include captions) in the reporting media of the selected charities were analysed in accordance with the input-impact framework (also used in Chaidali et al., 2022). We captured (i) the presence of the framework’s variables in the charities’ reporting practices; and (ii) the extent of coverage, that is, the page space occupied by the variables, which was calculated as a percentage, relative to the other variables. Moreover, details about the nature of the data (qualitative and quantitative) and the sources of this data were also recorded, drawing on the equivalent for outcomes data to enable comparison (See Figure 3.1).

All charities provided some form of input information. However, because it was often embedded in the details of the organisations’ activities, the input data was examined as part of activity data rather than separately.
Section 4 presents the results from the funder interviews, followed by the content analysis of charities’ reports in Section 5.

4. Funder use of impact reporting

The interviews with funders sought to understand the value and use of impact information for funders, as well as funders’ support for impact practice. Table 3.1 demonstrates the broad range of funders we interviewed. Three funders contracted for services, four were corporate foundations engaged in charitable funding, and four were private foundations, generally drawing on bequests or accumulated capital to make independent grants/funding. In addition, there was one public sector grantor, a social enterprise and a public sector grantor that raised public funds to distribute. One private foundation undertook ‘venture capitalist-esque’ activities and shared some similarities with the social enterprise funder, for which grant-making was a minor activity that augmented its principal focus on social investment.

All the funders required performance reporting of some type. This served to confirm their initial funding decision, to monitor fundees and to learn from the data reported. The reporting had different foci. Funders contracting for services prioritised client (beneficiary) satisfaction: advancing the aims that underpinned their funding often led to more output-oriented information, such as the number of people benefitting. Conversely, grantors were more interested in the difference created, and so required evidence of charities positively impacting upon society. While some literature (Clayton, 1994, Sen, 1999) argues that charities are beholden to large funders at the expense of their beneficiaries, our interviewees actually reported concern for beneficiaries, stressed the need to encourage learning, and generally expressed a desire to work with charities to enhance their societal impact. We recognise that this may reflect a positive bias on the behalf of interviewees, who were wishing to refer to ‘best practice.’

This Section comprises four major subsections analysing: (i) what funders look for in impact reporting; (ii) how funders work to develop impact practice; (iii) what other supporting material funders request; and (iv) how funders seek to develop their own impact practice.

4.1. What funders look for in impact reporting

Funders consider impact practice to be important, not only as an accountability mechanism but also to encourage learning about what works (and what does not). Funders seek different impact reports throughout the funding period, summarised here as a three-stage process, comprising: (i) the initial approach and enquiry, (ii) on-going through the funding period, and (iii) acquittal after the funding period ends.

Initial approach and enquiry

Financial reports (and the associated IRs, if any) constitute an important part of any grant application. Funders review many aspects of the TAR, including whether it was lodged with the charity regulator on time, the quality of the reports, and other mandatory filings (interviewee 10, Table 3.1). Undoubtedly, when charities are seeking funding to cover specific activities and programmes (rather than seeking general funding), the TAR serves as a supplementary document to the formal grant application.
Grant applications typically request information about the intended impact of a charity. As one grantor explained:

‘Part of our assessment process asks for, “What will the difference our funding make [sic]? And how will you measure it?” And we assess that. And if we feel that it’s not robust enough, we might not choose to make that investment.’  (Interview (Int) 11)

As another interviewee argued, it is imperative for a charity to ‘have a clear understanding of... what their value proposition is’ (Int 12), that is, what their objectives are (Int 6). In an effort to satisfy themselves and prioritise the many requests they receive, funders seek to clearly understand the link between charities’ proposed activities or programmes, success and the funding requested. This requires, for example, evidence of need, indications of how the proposed activity or programme will meet that need, and how the associated outcomes will be measured.

Some funders are more specific and/or proactive than others, prioritising those areas in which they are seeking to engender societal change. These funders may identify charities to potentially carry out specific activities/programmes that will generate their intended impact (Int 13). Hence, charities’ published impact information is valuable for attracting funder attention. Furthermore, across the spectrum, the funders we interviewed noted that charities’ transparency over impact information ‘instils confidence’ (Int 4) and signals a willingness on their part to evaluate their own practice and be open about the impact they are seeking to achieve. Indeed, one interviewee opined that the impact report in charities’ TARs is ‘the most interesting part of the accounts because... it gives charities a chance to really say, “Here we are, here’s our stall”’ (Int 6). However, both the relatively low presence and variable nature of impact reporting within charities’ TARs (see Section 5) may require funders to follow up with the charity (Int 1). Moreover, voluntary ARs/IRs, which one interviewee described as merely ‘a communications tool’ (Int 12), are unlikely to have the level of detail required as a full basis for a funding request.

Ongoing through the funding period
The funders overwhelmingly expressed that they want charities to succeed and achieve what they describe in their applications. Funders seek to maintain good funder-fundee relationships throughout the grant period. While funder support levels vary depending on the size of the grant and its longevity, there was nevertheless an overwhelming belief that:

... once you’re considering funding an organisation that aligns with your strategy, the primary motivation, then, is to not structure the partnerships, or the funding, in such a way that makes it harder for them to achieve their objective. (Int 2)

Meaningful relationships enable ‘trust-based’ philanthropy/funding, sometimes relegating ‘the paperwork’ to a ‘back-up’ role (Int 1). Funders build relationships by allocating a staff member (Int 14) to engage in site visits, calls and regular informal conversations. These can also alert the funder to emerging issues that might require additional support (Int 7). Although one interviewee noted that this higher trust in grant-making may have been a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic (Int 8), funders during the contracting stage also seek to ensure that their multi-year investment is being maintained, with the relationship enabling learning about innovations and ways to improve impact.

For longer-term (i.e. multi-year) grants, funders will often request a brief report before releasing funding for subsequent years. This opens up further opportunities for reflection on the activities or programmes, for suitable adjustments to be made to expectations, and for the relationship to deepen. Such practice is in line with the Scottish Social Renewal Advisory Board’s (2021) calls for government funders to work closely with their communities to bring about better long-term outcomes through deepening relationships and providing multi-year funding to sustain them.

Acquittal at the end of that period
We observed variation between accountability for large national programmes, and funds acquittal provided by small charities or those receiving relatively small grants for short periods or one-off projects. Small grant acquittals may require only brief case studies, pictures and quotes, along with a simple financial report to provide funders with a reasonable level of assurance about how the money has been spent and the impact it has had, and for the charity to recognise it has discharged appropriate accountability. Further, funders are not always ‘the sole contributor of the impact. And [this]... doesn’t merit a very deep dive because a deep dive would cost more than the grant was worth’ (Int 11).

Funders reported that some charities seek to ‘game’ their impact reporting, which is not only ‘pretty obvious’ but also serves to reduce funder trust and undermines the potential for successful long-term relationships (Int 6). Consequently, although none of our interviewees currently seek formal assurance of impact reporting, what the funders ‘want to see is that what they are funding is making a difference’ (Int 2). This helps to explain why they recognised the reputational benefits of a charity kitemark or accreditation, although, as shown in Report One, this approach was unpopular with charities themselves. That said, in areas such as health services and education, such assessments of the quality of charities’ work may be essential.

Funders expressed a desire to learn how to be better funders through reframing their documentation and access to information – for example, by pre-populating on-going and acquittal forms from the charity’s application to use later as a prompt to check in on progress made on the core issues (Int 14). This also assists charities who appreciate general guidance as to what is required, rather than having to start again with a blank form (Int 12).

One tension highlighted by funders was that some charities felt impact practice was ‘more complicated than it really is’, believing that ‘they should be doing an impact report but without really understanding what it is and what they should be doing’ (Int 10). This situation was deemed to be unhelpful for both parties, and hence an area for funders to work together more closely on.
4.2. How funders work to develop impact practice

In light of the push for greater impact practice (as seen through the SORP updates), many of our interviewees had previously granted additional funds to develop their grantees’ impact practice. However, these arrangements are now less common in the current financially-constrained environment. Given the much greater availability of impact resources and pro bono assistance, several interviewees (Int 1, 2, 8 & 13) stated that, rather than merely depending on funders to drive impact practice:

some of the culture change has to be at trustee level onwards, because in order for impact to be really invested in within an organisation, the trustees need to be appraised, and convinced, of its importance... and enabling charities to put more of their unrestricted funding towards it. (Int 1)

Nevertheless, this was not the only view we heard, as a corporate funder and a public sector foundation discussed that their ‘funder plus’ programmes provide a ‘menu’ of options through which to:

build the kind of capabilities, capacities, and resilience of organisations that we fund, in the hope that they leave us a more kind of stable and effective organisation than when we started funding them. (Int 12)

Such programmes encourage charities to think more deeply about the impact they aspire to bring about and to consider how best to engage in impact measurement (Int 14). Hence, an important part of these funders’ approval processes pertains to determining the charity’s capacity for development and willingness to engage in impact practice.

4.3. What other supporting material funders request

Marked differences exist in the supporting material funders request when they contract for public services as opposed to grant-making. Public services in the health and education sectors are often closely scoped – contracts include service specification outcomes and measures, and charities may also be required to report data that feeds into national and international databases.

Funders seek a wide range of material from their wide diversity of funded charities, and often endeavour to remain flexible in their impact reporting demands so as to limit asking for unnecessary material. They tend to issue question headings which are ‘broad, in order to enable charities to come to us with examples of impact which would fall under that heading, but which are completely bespoke to them, and completely mission-aligned to them as well’ (Int 1). However, this does not override funders’ need for consistency and comparability, which can be constrained when funders’ staff cannot easily access or analyse the range of data collected (Int 8).

Irrespective of what type of material is requested, funders require transparent reporting, whether formal (through TARs, applications, acquittals) or informal (e.g. on websites), and use publicly available information where possible. Nevertheless, when funders seek to understand and report their own impact (Int 1 & 14), they need specific information in order to do so (see Section 4.4). Furthermore, variation in funders’ levels of accountability may require charities to provide highly specific data (Int 7 & 9). For example, funders spending public money may need more detail about fairness and reach, as opposed to a family foundation that identifies a specific population for its largesse. Although central data repositories may assist reporting, especially when charities are co-funded, one interviewee noted that efforts in Scotland over a decade ago to unify impact reporting and reduce the burden on charities and funders had not succeeded, due to the different aims of funders, as well as legal matters such as philanthropists and charities’ trust deeds that limit flexibility in purpose (Int 11). For example, ‘other organisations that have got slightly different missions. And also, actually, I think you, our approach to thinking about impact is different as well’ (Int 8). These nuances are reflected in the input-impact framework, the distinct foci of the funder and the funding type and size (including whether it is a contract or a grant that is general or specific).

4.4. How funders seek to develop their own impact practice

The impact practice challenge is also taken up by funders themselves, with some philanthropists seeking to measure their own theory of change, in order to recognise their societal (including environmental) impact. Some are making ‘significant investments’ in their own capacity to undertake impact practice, in an attempt to evidence their own credibility, raise additional support for their work (Int 10), and measure their progress towards the change they seek to make (Int 6). The primary motivation underpinning our funder interviewees’ impact practice was to better understand and influence change, and this activity often informed the development of impact practice among the charities they funded.

Funders spoke to us about ten-year strategies, but also the need to ‘have answers on an ongoing basis, and a kind of approach to continuous improvement’ (Int 8). Funding to bring about these long-term outcomes was deemed to require longer-term investment, as well as being considered ‘highly relational’ and often requiring the ability to scale up to impact and transform society more broadly (Int 7).

One consequence of longer-term considerations of potential societal change is that funders’ IRs may be more summarised and not follow the annual cyclical reporting pattern (Int 10). Indeed, charities with longer-term interventions also prepared IRs less frequently than annually (Section 5, below). Nevertheless, KPIs, balanced scorecards and other tools allow funders ‘to build a picture of the journey of change’ (Int 7). Evidently, this requires the aggregation of multidimensional qualitative and quantitative data, and encountering the same challenges that their fundees face, as they strive to carve out time and resources to ‘tell a better impact story with our own data’ (Int 14).

4.5. Summary

Funders are increasingly seeking impact information from charities, at the enquiry level and right through to grant acquittal. While they collectively recognise that impact guidance material is publicly available, varying expectations mean that a unified approach to impact reporting for charities is unlikely to be achievable. Funders recognise that charities may find it difficult to put guidance into practice, especially in the case of smaller charities. Supportive funders provide aid to charities to engage in impact reporting, as well as trying to streamline their own processes to make it easier. Some funders also engage in their own impact practice, which provides opportunities not only for them to learn more about impact but to use this knowledge to inform grantees’ own impact practices.
5. Results – content analysis

The content analysis sought to assess whether and to what extent the charities in our sample reported their impact. Further, reporting practices were compared over time and across different reporting platforms. The nature of the recorded impact was also analysed.

Table 5.1: Documents prepared by the charities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TARs</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional documents (ARs/IRs) and website sections related to impact</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 21 charities, 19 TARs were available and analysed for both 2020 and 2021 (Table 5.1). In addition, consistent with prior research, some charities prepared additional, voluntary documents (ARs or IRs) that were usually published on their websites and/or interactive webpages on their websites dedicated specifically to performance and impact. Between 2020 and 2021, there was a marginal increase in the number of such documents/platforms. The frequency with which the voluntary publications were produced appeared to reflect the nature of the charities’ activities; as noted in Chaidali et al., (2022), organisations with longer-term activities, for example, prepared a voluntary report less frequently than those with shorter-term interventions, which tended to report annually.

5.1. Impact reporting: trustees’ annual reports

Table 5.2: Disclosure patterns in the TARs: input-impact framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Panel A: Presence of variable (% of charities that presented the variable)</th>
<th>Panel B: Extent of coverage by variable (% space occupied by each variable)</th>
<th>Panel C: Stated / Captured impact (% of TARs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>94.7% 100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>89.5% 100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>78.9% 57.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>63.2% 63.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Disclosure patterns in the TARs: input-impact framework

Panel A: Presence = % of organisations that presented the variable at least once in their respective documents.
Panel B: Extent of coverage = the average physical coverage of each variable relative to the others in the input–impact framework.
Panel C: Stated impact, not captured refers to situations where charities claimed to be reporting impact, but actually, the associated content did not convey impact. Equally, some charities did not claim to be reporting impact but did so (captured impact, not stated).

This section presents the results of the impact reporting practices in the TARs. Table 5.2 (Panel A) shows that almost two-thirds (63%) of the charities in both 2020 and 2021 reported some form of impact. These results compare favourably to Breckell et al. (2011) and Davies (2020), who noted that fewer than 10% of their sample charities reported impact information, although the somewhat purposive nature of the sample selected for this study may explain the higher impact representation in the results. Indeed, compared to other variables in the input–impact model, fewer charities reported on impact; 2021 was an exception in this respect, as a marginally higher proportion reported impact information compared to outcomes information. These results are perhaps not surprising in that as the variables in the progressive framework become more sophisticated, the level of associated disclosures wanes. Moreover, the extensive representation of outputs data – all charities recorded such information – may reflect funders’ focus on this data (Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009, Cupitt and Ellis, 2022). Overall, while the impact reporting results are encouraging, some charities were what the researchers identified as potential ‘incidental’ reporters, which is to say that they presented impact information incidentally, principally as part of a case study or a testimonial.

Regarding the extent of impact information, captured as the relative physical space dedicated to the different variables in the input–impact framework, impact occupied a much smaller space in charities’ TARs (Panel B). For example, in 2021, only 6% of the space linked to variables in the input-impact framework was dedicated to impact information, whereas in comparison, 55% of that space covered activities-based information. Nevertheless, this measure has comparative limitations. A small proportionate representation of impact may not reflect weak practice: charities may have reported extensively on their activities as background information but the associated impact information could have been captured succinctly.

Finally, Panel C, Table 5.2 reflects on the relationship between charities that claimed to report impact (‘stated’ impact) and their actual reporting practices, and similarly, charities that did not make a claim about impact reporting (no ‘stated’ impact) but nevertheless reported impact information. In 2020, a small percentage of the sample charities (15%) claimed to report on impact but actually either failed to do so or had a different conception of what impact constitutes. By 2021, this percentage had fallen to 5%, indicating that charities increasingly understand what impact constitutes. In contrast, in 2020, 15% of charities failed to recognise their impact disclosures as such, but this increased to one-quarter of charities by 2021. These results may reflect the aforementioned notion of incidental impact reporting, and there may be scope for charities to more clearly and consciously capture and articulate their impact to external audiences.
5.2. Impact disclosures: ‘non-trustees’ annual reports’

This section reviews the impact reporting practices in the voluntary documents and/or interactive webpages dedicated to impact and compares them to practices in the TARs (Table 5.3).

Almost three-quarters of the charities that prepared an additional voluntary document/dedicated impact webpages used them to record some form of impact. The same proportion of organisations chose to report outcomes data in these documents. While this suggests that ARs/IRs were more likely to include impact information than TARs (76% of ARs/IRs versus 63% of TARs included impact information), a more direct comparison between the charities that prepared the additional voluntary documents and their specific TARs (Column 1 versus Column 3) indicates that organisations were more likely to present impact information in their TARs than in their voluntary documents. Specifically, of the charities that prepared ARs/IRs or dedicated impact webpages on their websites, 94% included impact data in their TARs versus 76% in the additional documents/platforms. These results are consistent with Davies (2020). A similar pattern was also apparent for the outcomes information (82% representation in TARs versus 76% in ARs/IRs). With nearly all of the voluntary document preparers including impact information in their TARs, these charities appear to be better versed in how to effectively convey their performance and achievements to external audiences, namely using TARs to report impact and additional ARs/IRs to connect with different audience types (Chaidali et al., 2022).

Table 5.3: Disclosure patterns in non-TARs: input-impact framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ARs/IRs (or equivalent) n=17</th>
<th>TARs – total sample n=38</th>
<th>TARs of organisations that prepared an additional medium n=17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>97.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When examining the extent of impact information in the ARs/IRs/webpages (Panel B), one can discern that impact occupied 13% of the space dedicated to the input-impact framework. Charities dedicated more than twice the space to impact disclosures in their voluntary documents/platforms than in the TARs, where only 5.1% of the space dedicated to the input-impact model information comprised impact information. A more direct comparison between the voluntary reports and the TARs of those charities that prepared the former (Column 1 versus Column 3) also reveals that, on average, charities spent relatively more space in their voluntary media on impact in comparison to the TARs (8%). One explanation for the relatively lower volume of impact disclosures in the TARs, as reported in Columns 2 and 3, may be the formality of this document and the additional items on which trustees must report.

5.3. Impact disclosures: nature

Prior research and perspectives from those within the sector (see Chaidali et al., 2022) have alluded to the relevance and importance of capturing impact through both quantitative and qualitative measures. Each form has its own merits: quantitative information offers breadth, while qualitative information offers depth and also compensates for challenging complex phenomena that are difficult to translate into appropriate and attributable measures (Lowe, 2013).

Figure 5.1: Nature of charity impact reporting
Our assessment of the nature of disclosures in the sample organisations for both 2020 and 2021 revealed that, in accordance with extant literature, impact information consisted of both quantitative and qualitative data, with a somewhat heavier weighting towards the latter. Specifically, of the 125 instances of impact recorded across the sample charities’ TARs and ARs/IRs, 40% of these comprised quantitative information, while 60% was qualitative information (Figure 5.1). Comparative analysis of the nature of the outcomes information suggests that while charities’ qualitative information continued to prove more popular, the difference between the proportion of this information and quantitative information was less pronounced (53% versus 46%, respectively). These differences in practice may be explained by both the challenges that charities experience and the resource commitments required to accurately and comprehensively capture impact (Chaidali et al., 2022).

Figure 5.1 also distinguishes between the forms of quantitative and qualitative impact disclosures captured, while Table 5.4 offers examples of best practice. Qualitative forms included anecdotal evidence or case studies of individual service users written in the third person, including expert opinions. Alternatively, service users themselves shared testimonials in which they expressed the change(s) that had taken place in their lived experiences as a consequence of their particular charity’s intervention. Both forms reflect uncomplicated and inexpensive forms of gathering impact data (Harlock, 2014), although the stories shared may not be representative of all service users. Indeed, there was a tendency to focus on ‘good news’ stories, which may be indicative of ‘cherry-picking’ of exemplary impacts and, as such, practices of impression management (Connolly and Dhanani, 2009). Moreover, measurement processes may themselves be subject to a variety of biases: service users, for example, may not feel comfortable criticising the charity that has endeavoured to support them.
The quantitative data analysed generally represented charities' efforts to capture impact on a collective basis. Forms included survey data and other quantitative reporting, such as the longer-term performance outcomes experienced by service users, or changes in other relevant and significant KPIs. It was, however, often unclear if the survey instruments were externally validated, completed by trained professionals, or developed by the charities themselves. Moreover, there was also opacity around the data gathering processes (Yonder Consulting and Charity Commission for England and Wales, 2022). Such practices raise questions around data verifiability and the validity of the impacts presented. Brightside and SafeLives were exceptions in this regard, insofar as they not only exercised a high degree of transparency over their data collection and analysis processes, which gave greater context to the impact data, but also used (non-survey) quantitative methods:

“We look at in-project engagement, post-project behavioural outcomes and for the first time in our history are now able to look at long-term impact...in order to get the fullest possible understanding of our impact, we track mentee trajectories through the Higher Education Access Tracker (HEAT).” Brightside TAR 2020

“The University of Hull’s recent evaluation, currently being peer reviewed, shows that DA Matters training has a positive and sustained impact. It has led to a 41% increase in arrests for controlling and coercive behaviour in adopter forces.” SafeLives TAR

5.4. Summary

Overall, even the relatively small sample of charities' impact reporting practices revealed heterogeneity in the practices of organisations, with one-third failing to include impact information in their TARs at all, while several others appeared to report impact on an incidental basis. There was little change observed in practices over time, which may reflect the slow pace of development in what Chaidali et al. (2022) referred to as charities' impact journey. However, in 2021, charities appeared to have a good understanding of what impact is, in that fewer charities claimed to report on their impact while failing to do so. Moreover, charities also recognised the need to report impact information in their TARs, even if they produced additional voluntary documents/platforms for relaying their performance.

6. Phase Two recommendations

This research project, supported by ICAS, sought to produce evidence that would both enhance charity impact practice by informing the reporting requirements in the next SORP iteration and serve as guidance for charities. This section presents the recommendations from the second phase of the research project. They are categorised into three levels: charity, funder and sector supporters.

6.1. Charity level recommendations

Our evidence enables us to make the following five recommendations for individual charities.

Embracing on the impact journey
As suggested in Phase One, charities should look beyond the hurdles and engage in impact practice. Funders believe that embarking on an impact journey is less complicated than charities typically deem it to be and that, in fact, it is a natural extension to capturing output and outcomes data.

Moreover, some charities already appear to inadvertently engage in impact reporting within their TARs and additional voluntary documents, insofar as they disclose impact information through case studies and anecdotal evidence. In such instances, there may be scope to capture such impact data systematically and consistently. To this end, charities should seek to formalise their engagement with such endeavours.

Charities and trustee engagement with impact
The views of the funders suggest that charity trustees who oversee the activities of the organisations should recognise the value of impact practice and subsequently engage with it, for the mutual benefit of the organisations themselves, their beneficiaries and funders.

Nature of impact reporting
Phase One recognised the importance of both qualitative and quantitative data for showcasing charity impact, and suggested that charities should consider collecting and reporting both forms of data based on their relative strengths. Phase Two of the research finds that charities prioritise qualitative information within their reporting. This prioritisation fails to provide audiences with an understanding of the breadth of charities' impact, so there is scope to collect such data on a systematic basis.

Moreover, given that case studies, anecdotal evidence or testimonials almost universally reflect positive news stories, emphasising qualitative data may largely constitute an exercise in public relations. This not only contradicts the SORP’s recommendations for a balanced view and the authenticity of the TAR, but may also reduce the confidence of funders and other stakeholders in charities that engage in such practices, and threaten the legitimacy of external reporting. The inclusion of both forms of data would enable a more balanced position, especially if charities authentically report on quantitative information.

Complexities within charity operations
Depending upon both the size and nature of charitable activities, charities may be engaged in an extensive number of projects with different characteristics and timings. They may address different organisational charitable objects and deliver impact at different speeds, such as, for example, when a medical charity contemporaneously undertakes service-related activities that benefit users almost
immediately, alongside research-based activities that take many years to generate impact. The TAR may thus be seen as a problematic medium through which to report when it does not (i) accommodate impact reporting across the breadth of projects that an organisation may be engaged with, or (ii) enable the showcasing of impact on an annual basis.

In such instances, we reiterate our Phase One recommendation: charities should report ‘sufficient and appropriate’ impact information that provides report users with critical and essential decision-relevant information, rather than over-loading them with immaterial data. The principles of IFRS 8 ‘Operating Segments’ may also assist in this process, if charities can identify the ‘Chief Operating Decision Maker’ who is in charge of various activities, and therefore align external reporting with that which is already reported internally by management. Equally, for longer-term projects, charities should convey this characteristic of their interventions to their audiences, and also reflect on the slow pace of demonstrating impact.

Enhancing impact practice
Overall, we found a lack of clarity around charities’ use of externally validated instruments to collect impact data, and around their efforts to verify the data collection methods they used. Failure to engage in high-quality practices can weaken the legitimacy of charities’ impact practices and, in turn, stakeholder confidence in the process. To enhance charity practice, as suggested in the Phase One report, sub-sector collaboration to co-develop impact measures and data collection practices with expert input would be invaluable. Moreover, in order to convey quality practice, charities should disclose such methodologies and approaches in their reporting.

6.2. Funder level recommendations

Our evidence enables us to make the following five recommendations in relation to funder practices.

Nurturing impact
For many funders, output-related data is critical for funding decisions, insofar as it serves as an indicator of the reach of charitable interventions (Cupitt and Mihailidou, 2009. Cupitt and Ellis, 2022). While grantors may value charities’ impact reporting, it is regarded as ‘additional,’ rather than being inherent to performance evaluation. Therefore, sector funders must move the performance agenda on to the next level and nurture impact reporting amongst grantees.

Clarifying expectations on impact reporting
The funders we interviewed report variable practice in charity impact reporting. We encourage funders to be clear about their expectations for impact reporting. Funders can both support and steer fundee practices, through guided pro-forma applications and interim reports, acquittal forms and general training, including web guides and one-on-one guidance where resources allow. We also encourage reporting requirements that are proportionate to the level of funding provided.

Capacity building and the funding ‘plus’ model
The funders we interviewed recognise that, to enable their grantees to optimise the effectiveness of their interventions for beneficiary groups and thus society more generally, it is imperative to support them in building capacity and remediating any areas of weakness. Alternatively, funders’ arrangements may comprise a mix of restricted funding, that is spent on charitable activities, and unrestricted funding, which can be used to develop impact practice. Sector funders, more generally, should engage with capacity building/funding for impact.

Learning opportunities
Funders may have opportunities to learn from observing high-quality impact practices among the charities they support. Such observation would enable them to appreciate the processes underlying impact practices and gain knowledge of particular methodologies or evaluation instruments, which the funders could then use to support the development of grantees’ evaluation practices more generally.

Funder impact
Foundation trusts and corporate foundations appear to value impact reporting for themselves insofar as it allows them to demonstrate to their stakeholders the difference they are making to the lives of their service users and/or the environment. These organisations are therefore nurturing impact practice amongst their grantees. We encourage all funders to overtly recognise the impact of their own activities in order to enhance the legitimacy of their activities to diverse stakeholder groups.

6.3. Sector supporters

To prepare trustees to better understand and, in turn, nurture impact practice, sector supporters such as the regulator, umbrella bodies and think tanks may wish to support trustees through hosting workshops, webinars, and round table discussions. Similarly, sector supporters may wish to work with diverse funders through similar platforms to enhance their grant-making activities and, hence, the impact of such granting. There may also be scope for umbrella organisations to bring funders together to develop best impact practice guidance for funders, as well as standardising reporting formats to avoid duplication of effort for charities, especially in situations in which co-funding occurs.

The accountancy profession is well placed to work with the sector (including on a pro bono basis) to further develop charities’ impact practice and to enhance public trust and confidence in individual charities and the sector as a whole. For example, charity finance directors should apply the principles of good financial management to good impact practice internally and carry this through to impact reporting. Similarly, charity treasurers and other finance trustees are also ideally positioned to champion impact reporting.
7. Research summary

Impact reporting enables charities to clearly communicate their raison d’être, both to those whose lives they are seeking to improve and to those who support them. At a broader level, it also demonstrates the value that the sector as a whole brings to society. This research suggests that funders consider the impact of the charitable activities of potential grantees before, during and after making grants or contractual arrangements. Moreover, a significant proportion of charities seek to report on their impact within their TARs and additional voluntary documents. While such reports are often carefully analysed by grantors, once they enter into funding relationships with charities, they engage privately with charities to trace the impact generated from the funds awarded.

Notwithstanding their benefits, measuring and reporting impact consumes significant resources which are scarce in the charitable sector (Chaidali et al., 2022). However, charities and funders are willing to engage in ‘the journey’ to enhance impact practice, with the latter supporting impact development to enhance learning and, in turn, ensure the proper use of charitable resources.

However, in both phases of the research, our participants sought further support. We suggest conducting action research into communities of practice whereby the researchers would also act as consultants to the organisations they are working with. Simultaneously, efforts by the accounting profession and others to engage grassroots and smaller charities will enable the development of better support models. We also encourage research into ‘what works’ in developing impact practice in other countries, where different reporting requirements may guide practice differently.

The charity sector is vital within UK society and beyond, and many people are calling for greater accountability over the public resources that are committed to their work. We argue that impact reporting, defined as communicating about the longer-term, more sustained difference that charitable interventions and programmes make to the lives of individuals and to society at large, constitutes a critical mechanism of accountability.
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### Appendix: Content analysis: definitions and examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A: Input-Impact Model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Investment to carry out charitable interventions.</td>
<td>“Sponsorship income is our main source of income, but we receive income from a large variety of sources...” Dr Graham’s Homes TAR 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity – past or present</td>
<td>A description of an activity that the charity has previously or continues to carry out.</td>
<td>“Staff have been developing alternative ways to involve children and create activities.” The Children’s Trust TAR 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity – future</td>
<td>A description of an activity that the charity intends to carry out in the future.</td>
<td>“To support and grow our range of strategic partners” Barod TAR 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>An output (according to the input-impact framework definition) – immediate result of a charitable intervention captured with quantitative data.</td>
<td>“40,250,080 bagels were eaten by pupils through the programme” Magic Breakfast IR 2018-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured outcome – qualitative</td>
<td>An outcome (according to the input-impact framework definition) – immediate consequence(s) of a charitable intervention captured with qualitative data.</td>
<td>“By the end of her placement, Lily’s right arm was much stronger, and we could barely keep up with her dances!” The Children’s Trust TAR 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured outcome – quantitative</td>
<td>An outcome (according to the input-impact model definition) – immediate consequence of a charitable intervention captured with quantitative data.</td>
<td>“83% of professionals taking part in our projects improved their practice.” I CAN IR 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Panel B: Nature of impact data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Captured impact - qualitative</td>
<td>Impact of a charitable intervention (according to the input-impact model definition) – longer-term consequence of charitable intervention captured with qualitative data.</td>
<td>“Now the six donkeys – Gracie, Jenny, Paddy, Daisy, Daphne and Rachel – are enjoying life, playing and interacting with their surroundings.” Donkey Sanctuary TAR 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured impact – quantitative</td>
<td>Impact of a charitable intervention (according to the input-impact model definition) – longer-term consequence of charitable intervention captured with quantitative data.</td>
<td>“This global analysis showed that Durrell has led or supported programmes that have saved 18% of these species.” Durrell Zoo TAR 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stated impact</td>
<td>Material that the charity considers to be evidence of impact, as opposed what the input-impact model defines as impact.</td>
<td>“Our impact: Wherever we find a donkey in need, we try to help. Through 2021 we: Attended 942 welfare complaints…” Donkey Sanctuary Vision and IR 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Panel C: Other impact considerations / reflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method of capture</td>
<td>A description of the process by which the charity gathers and/or analyses data relating to its interventions.</td>
<td>“The next stage of our impact journey will be to conduct further granular analysis on this data set.” Brightside TAR 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of change or social value</td>
<td>Application or discussion of ‘theory-of-change’ model or ‘social value’.</td>
<td>“Central to UKGBC’s theory of change is the critical role that we play in advocating for more ambitious commitments from businesses in the built environment sector.” UKGBC IR 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact – discussion</td>
<td>Discussion of impact (according to the input-impact model definition) that is not in relation to the captured impact of specific charitable interventions.</td>
<td>“We aspire to move to a model of impact reporting to measure our achievements and performance” Royal Scottish Forestry Society TAR 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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